practi
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open environment: imagine a room structured in glass without a roof. an enclosed space, open
and vulnerable, slave to the eye cursed by nature. a space of excitement and unpredictability.
quarters of the world: imagine the world as mechanism with a capacity of random regeneration.
rearrangement as practice, a shuﬄed body constantly in flux.
mirror of the world: imagine a mirror shaped as the world. a blinding force of reflection made out
of polished chrome. an object for the curious, the neurotic and the polishers.

community: imagine a tree that bears just one fruit. the simultaneous perception of the tree as a
tree and the tree as a fruit is the key to the communal space.
participants: imagine if pants were unwilling to take on the responsibility of covering the lower
part of the body. not out of irresponsibility but out of principle, to be able to choose their own
place and role of action. an open fabric with random chalk markings, never rolled not cut.
well- equipped: imagine a pot as broken as possible, an object in million pieces, a universe of
smithereens. the reconstruction of it a dream, the possibility of a dream a blessing. hands in order
for the task. sure, they can do other things too.
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the right place: imagine sitting in front of a fireplace with the flickering seductive warmth of fire
illuminating your face. reduced brain activity, relaxed muscles. music is always an option,
monsters of folk seems like the only option:
do you like where you're living?
do you like what you do?
do you like what you're seeing when you're looking at you?
do you like what you're saying when you open your face?
do you got the right feeling?
are you in the right place?
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sitting around the room, on a continuous makeshift bench placed against the walls.
the occurrence of immediate distance makes visible a new space. let’s keep it busy.
think of this space as a container, a vessel, a receptacle, a repository. let’s keep it busy.
i am speculating that voices will rise, buttocks will get numb, backs will bent and grouchiness will
triumph. everything is moving towards an ultimate hybridisation.
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